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In this Letter, we propose a method for retrieving the phase of a wavefront from the diffraction patterns recorded
when the object is sequentially illuminated by spatially modulated light. For wavefronts having a smooth phase,
the retrieval is achieved by using a deterministic method. When the phase has discontinuities, an iterative process
is used for the retrieval and enhancement of the spatial resolution. Both the deterministic and iterative phase re-
constructions are demonstrated by experiments. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (180.0180) Microscopy; (110.1650) Coherence imaging.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.003615

Phase imaging is of fundamental importance for techni-
cal and biomedical investigations, since the phase con-
tains information about the 3D shape and the inner
structure of transparent or translucent samples. Hologra-
phy is the most commonly used approach to retrieve the
phase, where an additional reference wave is superim-
posed on the object wave and the phase is reconstructed
from the generated interference pattern [1–4]. This ap-
proach has high accuracy, but the use of an independent
reference wave makes it sensitive to external perturba-
tions, such as vibrations and temperature changes, and
leads to an increase in the setup complexity. Methods
based on a Shack–Hartmann sensor [5], pyramid sensor
[6], hologram-based sensor [7], or shearing interferome-
ters [8] are used for the phase investigation of smooth
wavefronts. Furthermore, the beam-propagation-based
methods [9–16] estimate the phase by iterative propagat-
ing of the wave among a sequence of diffraction patterns.
The diffraction patterns may be recorded at different
axial planes [9,10], with different wavelengths [11], by
flipping the sample [12], by modulating the object wave
with different phase patterns [13,14], or by scanning an
aperture over the object wave [15–17]. There are, as well,
deterministic methods retrieving the phase by using the
transport of intensity equation (TIE) [18–25]. The TIE
method records two or three diffraction patterns at
closely spaced planes and reconstructs the phase with-
out the iteration process.
In this Letter, we propose a phase retrieval method by

using time-sequential spatially modulated illuminations.
For wavefronts with a smooth phase, a deterministic
phase retrieval is performed by solving the phase gra-
dient instead of the phase second derivative (Laplacian).
An iterative process is used to reconstruct the phase of
wavefronts having discontinuities and at the same time
enhance the spatial resolution. Unlike the traditional TIE,
which records the object wave intensities in two or more
axially spaced planes, this method records the intensity
patterns in a single plane.
Figure 1 shows the setup used for the phase retrieval,

where a collimated beam is modulated by a spatial
light modulator (SLM) and imaged to the sample by a

telescopic system composed of the lenses L1 and L2.
Another telescopic system composed of the lenses L3
and L4 reconstructs an inverted and magnified image
of the sample in the image plane (IM) located at the axial
distance dz from the CCD sensor. We will use a sequence
of illuminations, and their complex amplitudes in the
sample plane are denoted with Aillum

m ; for m � 0, Aillum
0

is a plane wave with constant intensity and phase, and
for m � 1; 2…M , Aillum

m are the spatially modulated
waves. When the sample is inserted and illuminated by
the waves Aillum

m , the complex amplitude in the IM is
AIM
m �

�������
IIMm

p
expfiφIM

m g. The intensities of the object
waves recorded by the CCD are denoted as ICCDm . Accord-
ing to the TIE [18–25], the phase φIM

m of the object wave
under the mth illumination is related to the two inten-
sities IIMm and ICCDm as follows:

∇ · �IIMm ∇φIM
m � � −

2π
λ
·
ICCDm − IIMm

dz
; (1)

where ∇ � ∇xe⃗x � ∇ye⃗y is the 2D gradient operator in
the xy plane and e⃗x, e⃗y are unit directional vectors. It
is preferable to choose a small dz in order to have a good
approximation when we replace ∂I∕∂z with �ICCDm − IIMm �∕
dz in Eq. (1). AIM

0 describes the transmission of the
sample when illuminated by the plane wave Aillum

0 , and
thus for the modulated illumination Aillum

m , which has the
complex amplitude Aillum;IM

m at the IM, we have AIM
m �

Aillum;IM
m · AIM

0 , i.e., IIMm � I illum;IM
m IIM0 , φIM

m � φillum;IM
m � φIM

0 .

Fig. 1. Setup of the phase retrieval by using spatially
modulated illuminations. SLM, spatial light modulator; L1–L4,
achromatic lenses; IM, image plane; dz, the distance between
imaging plane and CCD plane.
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I illum;IM
m and φillum;IM

m denote the intensity and phase of the
mth illumination in the IM, for the case where no sample
is inserted in the system. By considering the TIEs
for plane wave ∇ · �IIM0 ∇φIM

0 � � −2π�ICCD0 − IIM0 �∕�λdz�, for
modulated illuminations ∇ · �IIMm ∇φIM

0 � � −2π�ICCDm − IIMm �∕
�λdz�, and for relations IIMm � I illum;IM

m IIM0 , φIM
m � φillum;IM

m �
φIM
0 , we obtain

cm;1IIM0 � cm;2∂xIIM0 � cm;3∂yIIM0 � cm;4IIM0 ∂xφIM
0

� cm;5IIM0 ∂yφIM
0 � dm: (2)

∂x and ∂y denote the partial derivatives in the x and y di-
rections, and the coefficients cm;1, cm;2, cm;3, cm;4, cm;5 are

cm;1 � I illum;IM
m Δφillum;IM

m � ∇I illum;IM
m · ∇φillum;IM

m ;

cm;2 � I illum;IM
m ∂xφillum;IM

m ;

cm;3 � I illum;IM
m ∂yφillum;IM

m ;

cm;4 � ∂xI illum;IM
m ;

cm;5 � ∂yI illum;IM
m ;

dm � −

2π
λ0

·
ICCDm − ICCD0 I illum;IM

m

dz
: (3)

At least five equations are needed to calculate IIM0 , ∂xφIM
0 ,

and ∂yφIM
0 from Eq. (2), and thus we need to record inten-

sity patterns when the sample is illuminated by a plane
wave and at least five spatially modulated waves. We may
write the five linear equations as follows:

2
66666664

c11 c12 c13 c14 c15
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55

3
77777775

2
66666664

IIM0
∂xIIM0
∂yIIM0
I0∂xφIM

0

I0∂yφIM
0

3
77777775

�

2
66666664

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

3
77777775
: (4)

The coefficients cm;n in Eq. (4) are related to the intensity
and phase distributions of the illumination waves. The am-
plitude and phase of the illumination waves need to be
known, and in practice this can be achieved by generating
the illuminations with a SLM, which is calibrated to have a
known relation between the pixels’ gray value and the
phase [4]. It should be considered as well that the illumi-
nation is low pass filtered by the telescopic system L1–L2.
The complex amplitudes of the illumination waves can be
optimized such that the absolute values of the five eigen-
values of the coefficient matrix in Eq. (4) have approxi-
mately the same magnitude, i.e., the condition number
of the coefficient matrix is minimized [26,27]. In this case,
according to the perturbation theory of linear algebraic
systems, the solution of Eq. (4) is less sensitive to the mea-
surement uncertainty of the intensities. A more robust
reconstruction with noise reduction can be realized by us-
ing more illuminations in order to built an M × 5 matrix
CM×5 (M > 5). Instead of Eq. (4), we will have CM×5·
X � DM , where X � �IIM0 ; ∂xIIM0 ; ∂yIIM0 ; ∂xφIM

0 ; ∂yφIM
0 �T and

DM � �d1; d2;…dM �T . The overdetermined linear equation

system is solved by using the least-square method, where
the two sides of the linear equation system are multiplied
with the transposed matrix CT

M×5 and X � �CT
M×5CM×5�−1

CT
M×5DM . It is possible to use illuminations with periodic

distributions, e.g., Aillum
m � A0 cos�κ⃗m · r⃗� or Aillum

m � A0
exp�i2π cos�κ⃗m · r⃗��. Here, A0 is a constant and r⃗ is the
position vector. In this case, for the phase retrieval we
only need to know the wave vector κ⃗m for each illumina-
tion. Furthermore, these two kinds of illuminations can
also simplify the solution of Eq. (4).

The retrieval of the phase can be done by using only
three illuminations (one plane and two spatially modu-
lated), when the following approximation is used:

IIM0 � ICCD0 � λdz
2π

�∇ICCD0 · ∇φIM
0 � ICCD0 ΔφIM

0 �: (5)

This equation is derived directly from the TIE for the
plane wave illumination, and by replacing IIM0 with ICCD0
in the bracket. By inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (2), we obtain

�
a1;1 a1;2
a2;1 a2;2

��
∂xφIM

0
∂yφIM

0

�
�

�
e1
e2

�
: (6)

The coefficients have the form

am;1 � cm;4ICCD0 � cm;1
λdz
2π

∂xICCD0 ;

am;2 � cm;5ICCD0 � cm;1
λdz
2π

∂yICCD0 ;

em � dm − c1;1ICCD0 − c1;2∂xICCD0 − c1;3∂yICCD0 : (7)

After the phase derivatives ∂xφIM
0 and ∂yφIM

0 are solved
from Eq. (4) or Eq. (6), the desired phase φIM

0 can be
obtained by using the Frankot–Chellappa algorithm [28]:

φIM
0 �x; y� � FT−1

�
FTf∂xφIM

0 g
ikx

�
�

�
FTf∂yφIM

0 g
iky

�
: (8)

In the traditional TIE method, the phase is retrieved from
the second-order phase derivatives, and knowledge of
the boundaries is needed [22]. The proposed method re-
constructs the phase from the first-order derivatives and
avoids the difficulty of determining the boundary condi-
tions. The traditional TIE produces artifacts when the
object wavefront has low-frequency modulation, while the
modulated illumination used here produces a high fre-
quency and thus improves the SNR of the phase imaging
[29]. However, just like the traditional TIE [18–25], this
method can only be used for samples with continuous
phase, since Eq. (8) relies on the hypothesis that the wave-
front function φIM

0 �x; y� is differentiable everywhere [28].
Based on the configuration shown in Fig. 1, an experi-

ment has been carried out to demonstrate the feasibility
of the method. The light source was a laser diode with
wavelength 635 nm, and a SLM was used to generate
the illuminations. The magnification of the imaging unit
composed of the lenses L3 and L4 was 50X, and the
numerical aperture NA � 0.25. The specimen was a slice
of mouse kidney adjusted such that its image became
slightly defocused on the CCD. The distance dzwas 1 mm
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and has been determined by loading a grating on the SLM
and detecting the lateral shear. Five random patterns
were loaded sequentially on the SLM to generate spatially
modulated illuminations; their intensities are shown
schematically in Fig. 2(a). The phases of these illumina-
tions were measured by the interferometric [4] and refer-
enceless phase retrieval methods [30], and it was found
that the results agree with the phases simply calculated
from the gray value of the patterns loaded on the SLM.
The diffraction patterns of the sample under these illumi-
nations are shown in Fig. 2(b). The recorded intensity
obtained when a plane wave was used to illuminate the
sample is shown in Fig. 2(c). By using Eq. (4), the phase
derivatives of the sample in x and y directions are
obtained; the derivative along the x direction is shown
in Fig. 2(d). The phase distribution of the sample is recon-
structed from the derivatives by using Eq. (7) and is
shown in Fig. 2(e). For comparison, the same sample was
also investigated by digital holographic microscopy
(DHM), and the result is shown in Fig. 2(f). The consis-
tency between the two figures verifies the feasibility of
the proposed method.
When the phase has discontinuities, an iterative proc-

ess can be applied where the object wave (we denote it

as O0 �
�������
IIM0

q
exp�iφIM

0 �) obtained by the deterministic

method is used as the initial value. The iterative phase
retrieval is performed as follows: (1) Multiply O0 by
the mth illuminations Aillum;IM

m (with m � 1; 2;…M) and
propagate to the CCD plane. (2) Replace the amplitude

of the obtained object wave with
����������
ICCDm

p
. (3) Propagate

the obtained wave to the IM, and denote it as AObj
m . (4)

Replace the initial object wave O0 with the improved ob-
ject wave Oimpr � AObj

m ∕Aillum;IM
m . (5) Repeat the iteration

loop (2)–(4) by using m� 1 instead ofm, until the differ-
ence between two neighboring reconstructions is smaller
than a threshold value. The coherent noise can be further
suppressed by averaging the different object wave Oimpr

reconstructed from different groups of the modulated
illuminations. For the deterministic phase retrieval
method, the distance dz between the image and CCD
planes is chosen to have a small value (typically
M2

0λ∕NA
2, where M0 and NA are the magnification and

numerical aperture of the imaging system) in order to
have a good approximation when we replace ∂I∕∂z with
�ICCDm − IIMm �∕dz in Eq. (8). For the iterative method, the
above approximation is not required, and dz can be
larger.

The sample used to demonstrate the feasibility of the
iterative method was a mosquito wing, producing a wave-
front with phase discontinuities. The defocus distance dz
between the IM and the CCD plane was 10 mm. Twenty
random spatially modulated waves were used to illumi-
nate the sample, and the generated diffraction patterns
were recorded; five of them are shown in Fig. 3(a). The

Fig. 2. Reconstruction results of a slice of mouse kidney.
(a) Intensity distributions of five illuminations, (b) intensity
distributions of five generated diffraction patterns, (c) intensity
image of the sample under plane wave illumination, (d) recon-
structed phase derivative of the object wave in the x direction,
(e) the reconstructed phase distributions obtained by the pro-
posed method, and (f) those obtained by DHM. The arrow in (d)
denotes the direction of the phase derivative.

Fig. 3. Phase retrieval on the wing of a mosquito. (a) Diffrac-
tion patterns under five spatially modulated illuminations and
(b) phase distribution of the wavefront transmitted by the wing
of the mosquito.

Fig. 4. Resolution enhancement. (a) Spectrum evolvement of
the object wave during the imaging process. The red dashed
rings denote the frequency limited by the NA of the imaging sys-
tem. The four black dots denote the frequency components,
which are beyond the theoretical resolution limit. (b) Phase im-
ages reconstructed by DHM with plane wave illumination and
(c) the phase retrieval with spatially modulated illumination.
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recovered phase of the wavefront is shown in Fig. 3(b).
The sharp phase image with the clear background shows
the feasibility of the method.
The spatially modulated illuminations can also improve

the spatial resolution of the phase imaging. Usually, the
imaging resolution is limited by the aperture of the imag-
ing system, which truncates the high-frequency compo-
nents [denoted by the four dots in Fig. 4(a)]. As shown in
Fig. 4(a), the spatially modulated illumination scrambles
the specimen spectrum, and thus some high-frequency
components of the object wave beyond the NA of the sys-
tem are downshifted and pass through the system. These
high-frequency components are shifted back to their origi-
nal positions during the iterative process, and the resolu-
tion of the imaging is improved. A transparent structured
plate was used as the specimen for the experimental dem-
onstration. The magnification of the second telescope
system (composed of the lenses L3 and L4) has a lower
NA of 0.021, and thus the resolution of the setup is limited
to δ � 0.61λ∕NA � 18 μm for the on-axis plane wave
illumination. According to the resolution analysis [31],
the spatially modulated illumination with the maximal dif-
fraction angle of θmax � 0.018 rad improves the resolution
to δimprov � 0.61λ∕�NA� sin θmax� � 10 μm. The images
reconstructed by using DHM with on-axis plane wave
illumination and the phase retrieval method are shown
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. The comparison
between these two figures shows that the resolution was
improved by the spatially modulated illumination. The
structures with linewidth 12.5 μm that are not resolvable
in Fig. 4(b) are resolved in Fig. 4(c). Low-NA lenses were
used in our setup for phase imaging of a very large speci-
men, but high-NA objectives can be used as well.
To sum up, a phase retrieval method based on spatially

modulated illuminations is proposed. Deterministic
phase retrieval is performed for the sample with smooth
phase distribution without the iteration process, and
the boundary problem in the traditional TIE method is
avoided. An iterative method, which starts with the
object wave obtained by using the deterministic phase
retrieval method, is used to reconstruct continuous and
discontinuous phase distributions with increased resolu-
tion. The TIE-based deterministic phase retrieval method
has higher contrast on the edges of the sample, since the
high-frequency spectrum is enhanced by the Laplacian
operator. This artifact can be removed by using the iter-
ative method. Due to the modulated illumination, this
method has a small depth of focus and is thus only suit-
able for a sample with a thickness less than λ∕�NAillum�2,
where NAillum is the numerical aperture of the illumina-
tion. It should be considered as well that NAillum should
be always smaller than the NAs of the imaging system
within this method.
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